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ABSTRACT. In the recent decades, human genome engineering has been one of the major
interesting research subjects, essentially because it raises new possibilities for personalized medicine
and biotechnologies. With the development of engineered nucleases such as the Zinc Finger
Nucleases (ZFNs), the Transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) and more recently
the Clustered Regularly Interspaced short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR), the field of human genome
edition has evolved very rapidly. Every new genetic tool is broadening the scope of applications on
human tissues, even before we can completely master each of these tools. In this review, we will
present the recent advances regarding human genome edition tools, we will discuss the numerous
implications they have in research and medicine, and we will mention the limits and concerns about
such technologies
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DISCOVERING THE SYSTEM

The concept of genetic engineering has been
studied over the latest few decades. In 1974,
scientists produced the first transgenic mouse
from viral DNA,1 followed by the production
of the first knock-outs a few years later.2,3

Before this, Friedmann et al. proposed the idea
of modifying the human genome to treat dis-
eases in 1972.4

In 1990, this concept was proven on human
when Ashanti DeSilva, a patient with a severe
immunodeficiency (SCID), showed a tempo-
rary response to retroviral gene therapy.5 At
that time, gene therapy was drawing a lot of
attention from industries, investors, medical
doctors, and researchers. In 2000, a French
team directed by Alain Fischer provided the

first evidence that gene therapy could
completely cure life-threatening genetic dis-
eases,6 raising attention for gene therapy to its
peak. Unfortunately, one of the boy treated
started to develop a leukemia-like condition,
resulting in a suspension of gene therapy
trials in France, USA, Germany, Japan and
Italy.7 The field had been severely affected by
this event, urging scientists to create more
sophisticated and secure tools to modify the
genome.

In the 1990s, gene therapy utilized a "copy
and paste" strategy (genome addition); in the
beginning of the 21st century, 3 different tools
emerged, allowing a precise "cut and paste" of
the human genome (genome editing). Today,
genome edition is a very active area of
research, due to the advent of engineered
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nucleases. By combining engineered nucleases
with the new generation of whole genome
sequencing (WGS) technology, we believe
that the future �a la carte medicine is within
reach, providing the ability to modify cells,
tissues, and organs with high precision. This
review will focus on the advancements of
human genome editing, its potential applica-
tions in research and medicine, the problems
it raises, and current limitations of this
technology.

UPGRADING THE GENETIC
TOOLBOX

Engineered nucleases have changed the
approach we use to edit genetic information. It
is now possible to target specific genetic
changes in a selected locus, to either insert or
edit DNA. It is the same principle for all engi-
neered nucleases currently available. An engi-
neered virus containing the custom designed
nuclease and the edited nucleotide DNA
sequence are transfected into human cells.
Once inside the cell, the engineered nuclease
cleaves a specific site of chromosomal DNA to
induce a double stranded break (DSB). Using
the cell’s DNA repair machinery, the original
nucleotide sequence will be substituted by the
newly edited sequence of interest. This causes
permanent genome modification.

Zinc-finger nucleases

The oldest8 and the best described human
genome edition tools are Zinc-finger nucleases
(ZFNs). They are custom dimeric nucleases
designed by the fusion of1 a highly specific
DNA-binding domain and2 a DNA-cleavage
domain. Three to 6 Zinc Finger repeats com-
pose this binding domain and each of them can
recognize 3 nucleotides. Thus, the final DNA-
binding domain is able to recognize sequences
ranging from 9 to 18 nucleotides. In addition,
the DNA-cleavage domain is constituted of a
FokI endonuclease that will induce a double
stranded break in the DNA once the custom

Zinc Finger motif recognizes and binds to a
target sequence. To work efficiently, Fok1
endonuclease needs to dimerize. Eventually,
when both zinc finger nucleases bind to their
recognition sites, DNA will be cut. This will
trigger endogenous DNA repair systems and
induce a desired genome modification.9

Transcription activator-like effectors

Although each zinc finger recognizes 3
nucleotides, not every nucleotide triplet has a
specified zinc finger. The possibility to cover
any sequence of the genome is limited. Thus,
it may be difficult to create custom zinc finger
nucleases for some specific sequences. To
overcome these limitations, Transcription acti-
vator-like effectors (TALENs) were created10

a few years later and were chosen as the
Method of the Year 2011 by Nature.11 The
main mechanism remains the same as zinc fin-
ger nucleases, by taking advantage of a highly
specific custom nuclease. However, as
opposed to ZFNs, TALENs’ DNA-binding
domain is composed of repeats of about 34
TAL effectors. Each of these effectors is able
to recognize a single nucleotide, theoretically
covering any nucleotides sequences.12 Once
TALENs binds to the target sequence, the
Fok1 endonuclease will induce a cut in the
DNA, triggering repair mechanisms of the
cell. The sequence of interest is then substi-
tuted to the original sequence.

Clustered regularly interspaced short
palindromic repeats

ZFNs and TALENs have greatly helped sci-
entists to shape the future of genome editing,
but the main obstacle remains their fabrication.
By definition, they are custom nucleases, and
protein engineering is difficult and time con-
suming. Ultimately, the price of creating engi-
neered nucleases is very high. Recently,
researchers have put a lot of effort and attention
into a new technology called Clustered Regu-
larly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats
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(CRISPRs). CRISPR is initially an immune
mechanism found in bacteria and archea, capa-
ble of destroying foreign DNA.13 This system
uses a 20-nucleotide guided-RNA in order to
recognize one sequence of interest. Then, a
Cas9 endonuclease induces a double stranded
break in this precise location.14 The essential
difference is the use of RNA instead of protein
to recognize a nucleotide sequence, resulting in
much easier and faster manipulations. More-
over, as opposed to previous methods, CRIPSR
can target many genes at once (multiplex), pav-
ing the way to more complicated and elegant
genome editing.

CRISPR presents numerous advantages; it is
very efficient, multiplex, easy to make, and
generally inexpensive for bigger productions.
Thus, CRISPR represents a brand new editing
technology for loss-of-function screening of
the whole genome. However, one of the major
limitations is that it has a lower specificity than
the previous tools. This results in higher chan-
ces of editing unintended DNA regions, leading
to modifications of the genome at unknown
locations (off targets effects). This is a critical
aspect when researchers want to translate gene
therapy research into the clinics.

PLAYING WITH THE HUMAN
GENETIC SOFTWARE FOR

RESEARCH

To Create human isogenic cell iines

Engineered molecular scissors have been
used for decades in research. ZFNs,15 TAL-
ENs,16 and more recently, CRISPRs17 have
greatly facilitated the creation of mutant ani-
mals for research. They can also be used to
directly study human tissues by creating
human isogenic cell lines. In the past few
years, the study of human diseases has greatly
benefited from the input of induced pluripotent
stem cells (iPSc), taken directly from patients.
However, because people possess a unique
genome, different genetic backgrounds may
trigger variable phenotypes in vitro. This com-
plicates the interpretation of disease mecha-
nisms. Thus, correcting the genetic mutation

of a patient, in order to provide an isogenic
control human iPS cell is of great interest.
ZFNs18 have been used to correct mutations
associated to Parkinson disease in a human
iPS cell line and to accurately study the phe-
notype. Conversely, the same strategy can be
applied to create mutant lines from healthy
iPS cells. A group generated 15 mutant lines
linked to various diseases (dyslipidemia, insu-
lin resistance, hypoglycemia, lipodystrophy,
motor neuron death, and hepatitis C infection)
with their healthy isogenic controls.19 The cre-
ation of such cell lines enables scientists to
study pathogenesis after differentiation from
iPS cells, to comprehend precise molecular
biology mechanisms, such as the regulation of
transcription, gene promoter, cell signaling,
and eventually drug screening on different
genetic backgrounds (Fig. 1).

To model cancer

Genome-editing technologies can be power-
ful tools to characterize cancer mechanisms
and provide potential treatments. They can eas-
ily cause mutations - frameshifts, deletions, and
inversion - to all mechanisms linked to cancer.
For example, they can be used to induce or cor-
rect chromosomal translocations that are pres-
ent in numerous cancers, leading to gene fusion
acting as oncogenes. Recently, a team has
induced the same translocations found in
Ewing sarcoma and anaplastic large cell lym-
phoma (ALCL) in human cell lines. Most
importantly, this team was able to correct trans-
locations of a patient cell line with ALCL, pro-
viding new concepts to cure certain types of
cancers20 (Fig. 1).

To study organogenesis

During the past few decades, RNAi-based
technologies have been used for whole
genome screening in order to identify the
molecular network controlling development,
the assembly and maturation of organs.21-23

This has been a precious tool to identify
important developmental genes but we still
ignore many key players that drive organ
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development. This is illustrated by our imper-
fect differentiation protocols for many lineages
in vitro, as well as the current hurdles in
organogenesis. However, CRISPR is now been
used for large-scale genetic screening in
human cells24-27 and could help solve develop-
mental questions. Indeed, as opposed to
RNAi-based screening, CRISPR genome scale
lentiviral single guide RNA (sgRNA) libraries
can generate a complete loss-of-function, pre-
served in time through differentiation, but also
target intergenic regions (non-transcribed
sequences such as promoters, enhancers, etc.).
This has the potential to revolutionize the
approach to organogenesis, by identifying
essential actors that could not be isolated with

previous whole genome screening technologies
(Fig. 1).

Moreover, combined with the very innova-
tive field of tissue engineering, this has the
potential to drastically transform the way we
study diseases, by focusing more on human tis-
sues. Recently, a group used iPS cells from a
patient with polycystic kidney disease (PKD)
to build kidney organoids, providing proof of
concept that organogenesis could facilitate the
study of kidney related diseases.28 Another
group used CRISPR to correct the cystic fibro-
sis transmembrane conductor receptor (CFTR)
locus in stem cells from patients with cystic
fibrosis.29 The disease phenotype was corrected
when these stem cells were expended in stable

FIGURE 1. The use of gene editing tools in research. The ability to edit the human genome can be
used in research to manufacture human isogenic cell lines,1 to model human cancer2 to make
large-scale genetic screening3 and to create a new generation of humanized animal models.4

Human isogenic cell lines can represent a powerful tool to study with more accuracy human dis-
eases (1a) human cell and molecular biology (1b) and perform drug screening on controlled genetic
backgrounds (1c). Engineered nucleases can also be used to model human cancer, mimicking and
correcting translocations induced by human cancer.3 The new CRISPR technology can be applied
for large-scale genetic screening to help answering unsolved questions linked to development and
organogenesis (3a) and eventually be applied and used in tissue engineering technology (3b).
Humanized mice models can facilitate the study of human pathology, human immune function, can-
cer, cell therapy, drug screening and infectious diseases.
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epithelial 3D-organoids, emphasizing the
advantages of combining such genome editing
technologies with engineered organogenesis
(Fig. 1). Accordingly, introducing mutations in
healthy human iPS cells through genome edit-
ing technologies to study pathogenesis in 3D
would be very valuable. Human genome edit-
ing organ modeling could complement animal
mutant models when they cannot mimic human
disease or simply when researchers reach the
limits of traditional animal studies.

To create animal models with human
organ systems

The generation of chimeric (human/animal)
models has become a valuable tool in research
to study human diseases, in order to overcome
limitations associated with traditional animal
models. Two strategies currently prevail:
injecting human cells in an animal model with
impairments of specific molecular pathways
(repopulated humanized model) or inserting
human genes in the DNA of an animal model
(genetically humanized model). Both cases
involve genetic modifications of the original
animal model (Fig. 1).

The best examples of repopulation human-
ized models involve mice with human haema-
topoietic cells30 or human liver.31 For instance,
the most common system to grow a humanized
liver involves immunodeficient mice (Rag2–/–/
Il2rg –/–) with a deficient fumarylacetoacetate
hydrolase enzyme (Fah-/-). These mice
are unable to metabolize 2-(2-nitro-4-trifluoro-
methylbenzoyl)-1,3-cyclohexanedione (NTBC).
The hepatocytes die when exposed to this drug
and will eventually be replaced by injected
human hepatocytes.31 However, because these
models require immunodeficiency, numerous
diseases cannot be studied accurately unless
they also have a human haematopoietic sys-
tem.32 Another repopulation example consisted
of injecting human iPS cells in a mouse blasto-
cyst with a knock out for Pdx1 gene to grow a
human pancreas in an animal.33 This technique
called blastocyst complementation provided a
proof of principle that it is possible to grow
organs in vivo. However, growing complete

human organs requires the impairment of sev-
eral developmental pathways (of every cell
type composing each organ). In general, all of
these repopulation techniques are limited
because they require very sophisticated genetic
alterations. Repopulated humanized model
approaches could greatly benefit from CRISPR
multiplex technology in the years to come.

Numerous genetically humanized models
have been described and are currently used in
research to study the human immune function,
cancer, cell therapy, drug screening and infec-
tious diseases.34 The possibility to target spe-
cific and multiple loci within DNA could help
to manufacture and optimize next generation of
genetically humanized animal models. Some
studies already took advantage of CRISPR tech-
nology to easily create immunodeficient mice
models35 and it is now possible to envision
sophisticated animal models carrying a human-
ized drug metabolism or immune system.

USE THE CUT AND PASTE
TECHNOLOGY FOR GENOME

THERAPY

Genomic editing also brings tremendous
opportunities for gene therapies. This field is
monitored very closely and is gaining a lot of
interest again due to its recent advances and
clinical trials. We now envision the possibility
to cure genetic and non-genetic diseases by
editing cells and tissues ex vivo and maybe one
day to edit organs directly in vivo.

To cure genetic diseases

Curing monogenic diseases has already been
the focus of gene therapy trials in the 1990s.
Similarly, a group worked on immunodefi-
ciency (X-SCID) and used ZFNs to correct the
mutation on human primary T cells.36 A few
years later, an IL2RG transgene was inserted
with ZFNs into CD34+ cells derived from
human bone marrow of X-SCID patients. These
cells were used for xenotransplantation inside
SCID mice, resulting in long-term human
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haematopoietic chimerism by immune-compe-
tent human haematopoietic progenitor cells.37

There are also several examples of iPS cell
corrections from patients. For instance, using a
combination of ZFNs and piggyBac technol-
ogy, a European group was able to achieve a
bi-allelic correction of a point mutation that
causes a-1 antitrypsin deficiency (A1ATD).
After differentiation in iPS-derived hepato-
cytes, these cells were able to express and
restore the function of A1AT.38 Another study
utilized ZFNs for the correction of a-thalasse-
mia39 and chronic granulomatous disease.40

Similarly, TALENs and piggyBac were used to
correct a point mutation in patient derived iPS
cells with Sickle Cell disease.41 Thus, numer-
ous studies using iPS cells proved that we could
successfully correct monogenic disease pheno-
types in vitro. Certainly, iPS-derived gene edit-
ing cells will lead to interesting gene therapy
trials in the near future.

Some researchers have tried to use gene-
editing technologies directly in vivo by trans-
ducing a virus containing the gene of interest
and the engineered nuclease. Researchers were
able to restore homeostasis in a neonatal mouse
model of hemophilia after in vivo genome edit-
ing using ZFNs, providing an evidence of the
principle that ZFNs works in vivo.42 However,
one major hurdle in adult cells is that, unless
the targeted cells have a growth advantage, the
efficiency will be limited, thus resulting in an
insufficient expression of protein. To avoid
this, the same team has proposed to use a "safe
harbor," a locus with a high transcriptional
activity, providing an access to high expression
of proteins. Using the Albumin locus in the
liver, they achieved to rescue the phenotype of
an adult mouse model of hemophilia by inject-
ing the engineered adeno-associated viral vec-
tor (AAV) in the tail-vein.43 This work
provides a potential platform for secreted pro-
tein production by editing organs directly in
vivo using engineered nuclease technologies.

To cure non-genetic diseases

It might not be the first application one con-
siders when mentioning gene therapy, but

genomic modifications can also be applied to
non-genetic diseases. A clinical trial for HIV
using genome edition has started and already
completed several steps44 (NCT01044654;
NCT00842634). The idea for this therapy arose
a few years ago, when an HIV patient with an
acute myeloid leukemia received a stem cell
transplant from a donor with a CCR5 deletion,
an essential co-receptor for HIV infection. This
resulted in the clearance of HIV in this patient,
referred as the "Berlin patient".45 Here, the
strategy is similar, targeting the genetic elimi-
nation of CCR5 in CD4+ T cell in HIV patients
using ZFNs.46 Another clinical trial focused on
the treatment of glioblastoma. Upon removal of
the glucocorticoid receptor gene with ZFNs
and addition of glucocorticoids, CD8+ T cells
have shown the ability to target and destroy
glioblastoma tumor cells (NCT01082926).

There are also promising example of in vivo
genome editing to cure non-genetic diseases. A
South African team has disrupted the HBV
viral genome at 4 different locations using
TALENs. They tested the efficiency of their
system in vitro on HepG2 cells and in vivo in a
murine injection model of HBV replication.47

Despite remaining problems, the ability to dis-
rupt viral DNA using genome-editing technol-
ogy would greatly improve viral treatments in
the future. Another group created several
VEGF isoforms expressed from the endoge-
nous gene by zinc finger transcription factors.
They injected these adeno-ZFP vectors into the
quadriceps muscle of CD-1 mice. It induced a
substantially greater VEGF-A stimulated
improved angiogenesis and wound healing.48

Such strategies have been considered to treat
diabetic neuropathy and amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis. With a continuous improvement of
these techniques, we begin to foresee the use of
genetic edition to modulate diseased organs
directly in vivo.

WAITING FOR THE NEXT RELEASE

The recent advances in gene editing technol-
ogy have the potential to revolutionize the field
of biological research and medicine. The
immediate impact of CRISPR technology in
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research is enormous, introducing an easy way
to amend the human genome. This will bring
elegant modifications of human cell lines
(knockins and knockouts) to study molecular
biology, organogenesis, and pathogenesis and
to create a new generation of humanized animal
models. It will also provide a new method for
whole genome screening on human cells.
Despite the amount of sequenced data that we
have gathered throughout the years, there are
still many mysteries to unveil, such as how cer-
tain DNA sequences function inside the cell.
Thus, such screening tools should unravel
numerous well-kept mysteries of the human
genome. Surely, this could also be applied for
high throughput gene disruptions in drug
discovery.

From a clinical perspective, genome-editing
technologies will serve as a base for personal-
ized medicine in the future. However, there are
still several hurdles to overcome before using
these technologies on human cells, tissues, and
organs. The off target effect mentioned earlier
remain one of the major obstacles of this tech-
nology. Due to the necessity to edit the genome
ex vivo to facilitate the screening and monitor
off target effects, haematopoietic stem cells are
easily targeted cells for therapy. In the future,
we will need to improve our genetic tools in
order to eliminate any off target effects and to
improve the gene-edition efficiency to modify
an entire organ directly in vivo.

Despite these attractive applications, the
possibilities that such technology offer is
unlimited. Providing turnkey solutions for
genome editing may lead to uncontrolled crea-
tions of modified organisms, plants, fungi, and
pathogens. Researchers have reported the crea-
tion of a modified virus that mice would inhale,
allowing CRISPR system to directly induce
mutations to create a model for lung cancer.49

The potential of creating such tools on human
is already a concern for scientists.50 Others
already see a risk for gene doping in athletics.51

Moreover, ethical concerns are still a major
issue. After a study published in April 2015 by
a Chinese team52 that used CRISPR to modify
human embryos, the fear of "playing god" sur-
faced once more. Thus, a debate concerning the
proper and ethical use of such technologies was

brought up in and beyond the scientific commu-
nity.53 Though great caution must be taken with
this technology, it certainly has a tremendous
potential to bring a new renaissance in numer-
ous fields, from genetic research to biotechnol-
ogies and medicine.
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